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Molecular orientation and the infrared dichroism of a chiral smectic liquid crystal
in a homogeneously aligned cell at different temperature and bias fields

A. A. Sigarev,1,* J. K. Vij,1,† R. A. Lewis,2 M. Hird,2 and J. W. Goodby2
1Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, Trinity College, University of Dublin, Dublin 2, Ireland

2School of Chemistry, University of Hull, Hull, United Kingdom
~Received 10 February 2003; published 26 September 2003; publisher error corrected 6 November 2003!

The molecular orientation and the dichroic behavior of the vibrational bands of a homogeneously
aligned helical cell containing chiral smectic liquid crystal~R!-~-!-1-methylheptyl 4-
(48-dodecyloxybiphenyl-4-ylcarbonyloxy!-3-fluorobenzoate are studied at various temperatures as a function
of the bias field. These temperatures correspond to the various phase states of the sample at zero field. For
those bands that exhibit significant dichroism, the field dependencies of the dichroic parameters~the dichroic
ratio and the polarization angle of maximum absorbance! are found to be dependent on temperature, phase
state, and helical unwinding. For the SmA* and SmCa* phases, the phenyl band dichroic ratio and the corre-
sponding orientational order parameter are found to be almost independent of the bias field. The temperature
dependence of the orientational order for zero field is discussed by taking into account the structures of the
phases and the molecular tilt angles. The field dependencies of the phenyl band dichroic parameters for the
SmCA* and SmCg* phases yield results about the distribution of directors in the layers of their unit cells and the
state of helical unwinding. The azimuthal orientational distribution function of the carbonyl transition moments
with respect to the long molecular axis has been determined. It is found that the degrees of the polar and
quadrupolar biasing increase with decrease in temperature and the azimuthal biasing angle for the chiral
carbonyl group increases significantly with a reduction in temperature.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.031707 PACS number~s!: 61.30.Gd, 42.70.Df, 77.80.2e, 78.30.2j
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I. INTRODUCTION

The determination of the molecular arrangement in
various phases of ferroelectric and antiferroelectric liq
crystals~FLCs and AFLCs! in aligned cells is an importan
problem not only for the correct identification of the
phases but also for advancing the understanding of the ph
cal processes that occur in samples when subjected to e
nal conditions. These include temperature, electric fie
boundary effects, surfaces, etc. Recent studies on free s
ing films by x-ray scattering@1# and ellipsometry@2,3# con-
firmed the existence of two-, three-, and four-layer period
ties in the chiral smectic phasesCA (SmCA* ), SmCg*
(SmCFI1* ), and AF (SmCFI2* ), respectively. These studie
have shown that the structures of phases with well defi
layer periodicities follow the deformed clock model. Wo
on homeotropic aligned samples using ellipsometry@2# and
optical rotatory power@4,5# has shown that the distortio
from the one-dimensional Ising model is very small and
the case of SmCFI1* and SmCFI2* the distortion angle is les
than 10°. Fukuda and co-workers@6,7# gave a possible gen
eral sequence of ferro-, ferri-, and antiferroelectric liqu
crystalline phases for chiral smectic materials on cool
from the paraelectric smecticA phase (SmA* ) as follows:
SmA* – SmCa* – SmC* – spr1 – AF (SmCFI2* ) – spr2 – SmCg*
(SmCFI1* ) – spr3 – SmCA* . The abbreviations spr1, spr2, an
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spr3 designate the subphase regions or subphases in the
perature intervals between the respective neighboring ph
in this sequence. In our earlier works, we called a ferroel
tric phase in the subphase region spr1@between the ferroelec
tric smecticC phase (SmC* ) and the antiferroelectric phas
AF# the FiLC subphase@8# and also the SmCFI3* phase@9#. It
may be stated that the phase sequence exhibited by a pa
lar compound depends on the compound itself, its opt
purity, and the boundary conditions of the cell configurati
including its thickness. A compound in a given cell config
ration may not therefore exhibit all phases and subphase
mentioned above@6,7#. A field across the cell can also induc
phases by disturbing the energy equilibrium between
ferro- and the antiferroelectric ordering, and can introdu
structural transitions in a sample by unwinding the heli
structure and by affecting the chevron, bookshelf, a
twisted structures.

The electric-field dependencies of the various physi
properties~for example, the conoscopic image, apparent
angle, effective macroscopic polarization, dielectric, py
electric, and electro-optic measurements, etc.! are used for
characterizing the phases at zero field, for observing
field-induced phase transitions, and for investigating
fluctuations and spatial distribution of the molecular dire
tors in a cell@10,11#. Fourier-transform infrared~FTIR! spec-
troscopy is a powerful technique complementary to some
the techniques mentioned here. Polarized FTIR spectrosc
is used to analyze anisotropic organic materials, includ
polymers@12# and liquid crystals@13–18#. The existence of
biasing in the azimuthal distribution of carbonyl grou
about the long molecular axis was confirmed for unwou
SmC* structures from the IR dichroic behavior of the phen

s,
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and carbonyl bands@13–18#. Polarized time-resolved FTIR
spectroscopy has been used for studying the dynamics o
molecular reorientation in FLCs and AFLCs under altern
ing electric fields@13,18#. Studies of homeotropically aligne
cells may give information about the validity of the distort
Ising model or the distorted clock model for the short-pit
structures of various smectic phases as well as about
biased orientational distributions of directors for rather lo
electric fields.

The rotational bias in the azimuthal distribution of th
carbonyl groups about the molecular long axis was fou
from the investigations of the infrared dichroic data@17# for
the SmCFI3* phase~designated as FiLC in Ref.@8#! existing in
the temperature range between SmC* and AF (SmCFI2* )
phases in a chiral smectic liquid crystal~LC! ~R!-~-!-1-
methylheptyl 4-(48-dodecyloxybiphenyl-4-ylcarbonyloxy!-
3-fluorobenzoate. The degree of rotational biasing was fo
@17# to be rather low compared to those in other FLCs a
AFLCs studied so far@15,16#. The orientational order param
eter for the ensemble of molecules can be determined f
the IR dichroism of the phenyl band at wave numb
;1600 cm21, the transition moment of which is almost pa
allel to the molecular director. The rotational orientation
distribution of the molecules is determined by solving a
of equations for the dichroic data of the phenyl and ot
bands. For the latter the transition moments should m
large polar angles with the molecular long axis@13–17#. Al-
though in a homogeneously aligned helical cell at zero fi
the averaged orientation of the molecular directors is
served to be almost similar for different tilted phases due
the helical structure, nevertheless the response of the
sample to the electric field is dependent on the phase sta
zero field. For infrared absorption spectroscopy, the respo
of a planar LC cell is observed in terms of the changes in
parameters of the anisotropic absorbance profile. These
the dichroic ratios and the orientations of the symmetry a
of the absorbance profile.

In this paper, polarized FTIR spectroscopy is used
structural studies of a chiral smectic liquid crystal in a th
homogeneously aligned helical cell. The absorption anis
ropy of several characteristic vibrational bands is inve
gated for various temperatures and electric fields. The
served voltage dependencies of the dichroic parameters
various phase states at zero field~i.e., the sample at differen
temperatures! are interpreted in terms of the molecular o
entational distribution of the directors in the various laye
The experimental dichroic data for the field-induced SmC*
phase for the unwound structure are used in determining
biasing parameters of the azimuthal distribution function
the carbonyl transition moments as a function of tempe
ture. A systematic determination of the dichroic and bias
parameters, as a function of both temperature and bias
for a compound that exhibits several phases, is carried o

II. EXPERIMENT

A chiral smectic liquid crystal~R!-~-!-1-methylheptyl 4-
(48-dodecyloxybiphenyl-4-ylcarbonyloxy!-3-fluorobenzoate
~acronym 12OF1M7! with the following structural formula
03170
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and phase sequence under slow cooling is investigated.

Iso →
106 °C

SmA* →
94.5 °C

SmCa* →
93 °C

SmC* →
92 °C

FiLC →
85.5 °C

AF

→
80.5 °C

SmCg* →
77 °C

SmCA* →
;55 °C

cryst.

This compound was resynthesized in Hull~U.K.! with a
higher optical purity in comparison with the sample us
earlier in @8,17#. This is confirmed by the existence of
ferroelectric phase SmCa* in the temperature range betwee
SmA* and SmC* and a ferrielectric phase SmCg* over a
relatively extended temperature interval. The given phase
quence was determined from measurements of the pyroe
tric response in a cell of 15mm thickness on cooling at a rat
of 0.1 °C per min@19#. However, dielectric studies show tha
the AF phase is suppressed by the surfaces in a thin eno
cell ~thickness<8 mm! @8#, and the temperature range 85.5
80.5 °C corresponds to the adjacent phases FiLC~;92–
85 °C! and SmCg* ~85–;80 °C!. This result is important for
the FTIR transmission technique at normal incidence si
the absorbance profiles of strong IR bands for well align
LC cells can be measured with sufficient accuracy only if
cell thickness does not exceed 7–8mm.

A homogeneously aligned sample of the compound w
prepared by a method similar to that described in@17#. A cell
of 6 mm sample thickness was made using CaF2 windows
coated with a thin conducting layer of indium tin oxide~ITO!
and an aligning layer of nylon 6,6. The latter was spin coa
over ITO electrodes using a solution in methanol and dried
100 °C. Both substrates were rubbed in one direction
bookshelf structure was obtained for the sample betw
CaF2 substrates. Nevertheless, a striped-bookshelf la
structure was obtained for the same FLC compound whe
cell with ZnSe substrates@17# was used. The homogeneity i
the sample’s structure was examined using polarized op
microscopy. After cooling the sample to the SmC* phase at
zero field, the chevron structure was transformed to a bo
shelf structure through application of a sufficiently lar
electric field. The cell of 6mm thickness exhibited a helica
structure for the tilted phases at zero field.

The absorption spectra in the wave number ran
1000– 4000 cm21 were measured at several temperatu
~see Table I! using the experimental setup as before@17#.
Temperatures were chosen to lie within the temperat
ranges that correspond to SmA* , SmCa* , SmC* , FiLC,
SmCg* , and SmCA* . Figure 1 shows the schematic of a L
cell in the laboratory coordinate system. An IR polariz
beam is incident normally on the windows of the cell. T
orientations of the molecules and the transition moments
described by the anglesQ, w, b, and g. The smectic layer
normal in a cell was found from the absorbance anisotro
of the phenyl band for the SmA* phase at zero field. A
signal-to-noise ratio greater than 2000 was achieved by
7-2
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MOLECULAR ORIENTATION AND THE INFRARED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031707 ~2003!
eraging 16 scans recorded for a spectral resolution
2 cm21. For a fixed temperature, the spectral measurem
were carried out by increasing dc bias voltage across the
from zero to a value sufficient to create the induced SmC*
phase and also unwind the helix. For a fixed voltage, a se
polarized spectra was recorded for the polarization angleV

FIG. 1. The scheme of the orientations of a cell, molecules,
transition moments in the laboratory frame (X,Y,Z): the X axis is
normal to the cell substrates and lies along the IR radiation pro
gation direction, theZ axis is along the smectic layer normal, andV
is the angle of theZ axis with the electric vectorEIR of polarized IR
radiation. (XT ,YT ,ZT) is the liquid crystal molecular frame: theZT

axis is parallel to the molecular long axis and makes the polar a
Q with theZ axis and the azimuthal anglew with theX axis and the
(YT ,ZT) plane is parallel to the molecular tilt plane. The transiti
momentM of a certain vibration is characterized by the polar an
b with respect to the molecular long axis and the azimuthal angg
measured from theXT axis.

TABLE I. Dichroic parameters Vmax(0), Vmax(US), and
DVmax(US) for the bands at 1604, 1722, and 1747 cm21 for a 6mm
cell of 12OF1M7 at several temperatures.

T
~°C!

Phase for
zero field

Band
~cm21!

Vmax(0)
~deg!

Vmax(US)
~deg!

DVmax(US)
~deg!

US

~V!

1604 0.5 14.8 14.3
94 SmCa* 1722 90.7 101.4 10.7 ;50

1747 0 25.9 25.9
1604 20.7 16.7 17.3

92.5 SmC* 1722 88.8 102.9 14.1 10
1747 210.5 28.8 39.3
1604 20.3 24.7 25.0

85.5 FiLC 1722 90.7 109.0 18.3 11
1747 215.4 41.5 56.9
1604 0.2 26.5 26.3

79 SmCg* 1722 90.2 109.9 19.7 20
1747 59.6 44.4 215.2
1604 20.1 26.9 27.0

68 SmCA* 1722 89.8 108.0 18.2 26
1747 14.6 47.1 32.5
03170
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that were varied in steps of 10°. As an example, Fig. 2 shows
a set of polarized IR spectra of the compound in SmA* for
various polarization anglesV. The dichroic properties of the
sample for four absorption bands listed in Table II are ana-
lyzed. These bands belong to the stretching vibrations of the
phenyl ring, the bands of the two different carbonyl groups,
and the asymmetric vibrations of the methylene groups.

Prior to the spectral data recording, various phases of
12OF1M7 for zero field at the temperatures used~see Table
I! were confirmed through the observation of the voltage
dependencies of the normalized macroscopic polarization
P* /PS . The polarization~Fig. 3! was measured using the
reversed current method@20#. At 94 °C in the SmCa* phase,
P* /PS increases monotonically with field and then saturates
at a field of;8 V/mm. This field is considerably higher than
the saturating field for tilted phases at lower temperatures
We note here that the voltage dependencies ofP* /PS and the
IR dichroic parameters of a 6mm cell in a temperature range
80.5 to 85 °C~which otherwise corresponds to the AF phase
in a thick cell at zero field! are observed for the SmCg*
phase. In the range of 85–;92 °C these dependencies corre-
spond to the FiLC phase. This agrees with the results of the
dielectric studies@8#, where the AF phase was suppressed for
cell thicknesses<8 mm.

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Molecular structure

The structural properties of the compound 12 OF1M7
have already been given in@17#. The central core and the
hydrocarbon tails form a bent zigzaglike molecular structure,
typical of a number of chiral FLC compounds. Molecular
modeling shows that thepara axes of the phenyl and biphe-
nyl segments make an angle of;10° with each other, and
these axes are also directed at an angle of 12° to the molecu
lar long axis. Henceb1604512° and a single value of the
transition moment of the vibrations of both the phenyl and
the biphenyl segments is used here. For the phenyl ring C-C
symmetric stretching vibrations at 1604 cm21, the transition
moment is parallel to thepara axis of the phenyl ring@21#.

d

a-

le

FIG. 2. A set of polarized IR spectra for a 6mm cell of
12OF1M7 in SmA* at 98 °C and zero field for a number of polar-
izer rotation anglesV ~in the range 0°–360°!.
7-3
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For the carbonyl groups situated near the chiral cen
~the ‘‘chiral’’ carbonyl! and lying in the core part of a mol
ecule~the ‘‘core’’ carbonyl!, the CvO bonds make angles o
;76° and;68° with the molecular long axis, respectivel
However, the transition moments of the CvO stretching vi-
brations are not parallel to their respective carbonyl bo
and these can make angles varying from 10° to 20° with th
bonds@12#. b1722andb1747 for the CvO transition moments
determined from the analysis of the dichroic data for
carbonyl and the phenyl bands are given in Sec. IV B.

The axes of the two hydrocarbon tails are not paralle
each other and these make polar angles of;25°–30° with
the molecular long axis. The transition moments of the m
thylene asymmetric stretching vibrations are almost nor
to the plane containing a zigzaglike chain of C atoms o
hydrocarbon tail@12# and make polar angles of approx
mately 60° and 70° for the C6H13 and the C12H25 chains,
respectively.

B. Dichroic properties

1. Absorbance parameters

For an ideal bookshelf geometry, the axis of a heli
structure in a cell is parallel to the smectic layer normal~Z

FIG. 3. The voltage dependencies of the normalized ma
scopic polarizationP* /PS for a 6 mm cell of 12OF1M7 at 94~.!,
92.5~d!, 85.5~s!, 79 ~n!, and 68 °C~h!. The macroscopic polar
ization P* was measured by the integral reversed current met
@19# using a square wave signal of frequency 52 Hz and amplit
up to 50 V. The saturated value of the polarization,PS , was tem-
perature dependent. Inset shows symbols and corresponding
peratures~°C!.

TABLE II. Assignments of several absorption bands in IR sp
tra of 12OF1M7.

Band
~cm21! Group Type of vibrations

1604 Phenyl ring In-plane CuC stretching
1722 CvO ~near the chiral center! Stretching
1747 CvO ~in the core part! Stretching
2927 CH2 Asymmetric stretching
03170
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axis in Fig. 1!. The absorbancesAY , AZ , and AYZ for a
particular band are defined by the relations

AY5k^MY
2&/uM u2, AZ5k^MZ

2&/uM u2,

AYZ5k^MYMZ&/uM u2, ~1!

the coefficientk characterizes the band intensity, anduM u is
the modulus of the vectorM . Using general expressions fo
the componentsMY andMZ of a transition momentM in the
laboratory coordinate system~X,Y,Z! in terms of the angles
Q, w, b, andg @17#, the absorbances~1! can be expressed a
follows:

AY5k$sin2 b^cos2 g&1^sin2 w&~cos2 b^sin2 Q&

1sin2 b^cos2 Q&^sin2 g&2sin2 b^cos2 g&

12 sinb cosb^sinQ cosQ&^sing&!

22 sinb^sinw cosw&~cosb^sinQ&^cosg&

1sinb^cosQ&^sing cosg&!%, ~2!

AZ5k$cos2 b^cos2 Q&1sin2 b^sin2 Q&^sin2 g&

22 sinb cosb^sinQ cosQ&^sing&%, ~3!

AYZ5k$^sinw&@~cos2 b2sin2 b^sin2 g&!^sinQ cosQ&

1sinb cosb^sing&~^cos2 Q&2^sin2 Q&!#

1^cosw&@sin2 b^sinQ&^sing cosg&

2sinb cosb^cosQ&^cosg&#%. ~4!

The IR beam propagates along theX axis. Averaging ofMY
2,

MZ
2, andMYMZ should be carried out over all possible or

entations of the individual transition moments over the en
sample. This procedure ensures that the molecular orie
tional distributions throughQ, w, andg in a LC sample have
been taken into account. For a specific vibration, the po
angle b is assumed to be the same for all the molecul
Using relations~2!–~4!, the dichroic ratiosRY,Z and RYZ,Z
for a band at a wave numbern can be defined in terms of th
absorbancesAY , AZ , andAYZ by the equations

RY,Z~Q,w,gn ,bn!5AY /AZ ,

RYZ,Z~Q,w,gn ,bn!5AYZ,Z /AZ . ~5!

For a liquid crystalline cell of several micrometers thic
ness, the absorbance profileA(V) of a particular band~i.e.,
the dependence of the peak intensityA on the angle of po-
larizationV! can be approximated by the equation@15,22#

A~V!52 log10@102Amax1~102Amin2102Amax!

3sin2~V2Vmax!#, ~6!

Vmax andVmax190° are the polarization angles correspon
ing to the maximal (Amax) and minimal (Amin) values of the
peak intensity, respectively. By fitting Eq.~6! to experimen-
tal spectral data the parametersAmax, Amin , andVmax for an
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MOLECULAR ORIENTATION AND THE INFRARED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031707 ~2003!
absorbance profile are determined. The dichroic ratioR is
defined in terms ofAmax and Amin by the equationR
5Amax/Amin . For a certain band, the absorbancesAY , AZ ,
and AYZ defined by the set of Eqs.~1! can be expresse
throughAmax, Amin , andVmax of the absorbance profile b
the equations given in@15,17#:

AY5Amin cos2 Vmax1Amaxsin2 Vmax, ~7!

AZ5Amin sin2 Vmax1Amaxcos2 Vmax, ~8!

AYZ5~Amin2Amax!sinVmaxcosVmax. ~9!

2. A helical structure

For an ideal helical structure, the molecular distribution
a function ofw is constant forw in the range of values 0°–
360°. This gives ^sinw&5^cosw&5^sinw cosw&50 and
^sin2 w&50.5. For an approximate model of a perfect helix
the absence of molecular fluctuations in the tilt plane~the tilt
angleQ is constant for all the molecules!, and on assuming
free rotation of the molecules about their long axes~the tran-
sition moments are uniformly distributed forg in the range
0° to 360°!, we can obtain the following relations from
Eqs.~2!–~5!:

AYZ50,

RY,Z5
AY

AZ
5

2 sin2 Q cos2 b1cos2 Q sin2 b1sin2 b

4 cos2 Q cos2 b12 sin2 Q sin2 b
.

~10!

Equation~10! is commonly used for describing the IR d
chroism of polymers and other anisotropic organic structu
@12#. For a FLC helical structure, the molecular distributio
through w, Q, and g should be taken into account usin
Eqs.~2!–~4!.

3. The unwound structure

For the field-induced SmC* phase with unwound struc
ture, the expressions for the absorbancesAY , AZ , andAYZ
can be obtained using the general equations~2!–~4!. For this
structure, we assume that the thermal fluctuations in the
muthal anglew ~Goldstone mode! are suppressed by the ele
tric field and the molecular tilt plane is parallel to the c
substrates. These correspond tow590° or 290° ~depending
on the field polarity! for all the molecules. The distribution in
the tilt angle Q is expressed by the averaged functio
^cos2 Q& and^sinQ cosQ& in Eqs.~2!–~4!. The equations for
the absorbancesAY , AZ , and AYZ for the induced SmC*
phase for unwound structure (w590°) are given in@15,17#.

For an approximate model of a perfect unwound struct
with w590°, a constant value of the tilt angleQ for all the
molecules, and a uniform distribution in the transition m
ments throughg, the angleVmax, and dichroic ratioR
5Amax/Amin for a certain band are dependent on itsb. For
b,tan21(21/2)'54.44°, we haveVmax5Q andR can be ex-
pressed by the relation@12,17#

R52 cot2 b. ~11!
03170
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For b.54.44°, we have Vmax5(Q690°) and R
50.5 tan2 b. The molecular arrangement in a field-induc
SmC* phase with unwound structure can be described o
approximately by this model. For a biased rotational orie
tational distribution of molecules throughg, Vmax(US) and
R(US) for a band are dependent onb and the molecular
distributions throughQ and g, according to Eqs.~2!–~4!.
The possible azimuthal distributions of the carbonyl tran
tion moments are determined from an analysis of the
chroic data for the phenyl and the carbonyl bands for
unwound SmC* structure of 12OF1M7. These are given
Sec. IV B.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Dichroic parameters as functions of the field

The absorbance profiles for the bands under discus
were deduced from the polarized IR spectra. Figure 4 sh
the absorbance profiles for SmC* at 92.5 °C for helical and
unwound structures. The dichroic parametersVmax, Amax,
andAmin for a certain absorbance profile were determined
fitting Eq. ~6! to the experimental data. The reference dire
tion of polarization (V50°) was chosen to coincide with th
layer normal in the SmA* phase at zero field.

The dichroic behavior of the sample as a function of t
electric field is illustrated in terms of the voltage depende
cies ofVmax, R, Amax, andAmin for several bands. For a ban
at a wave numbern, Vmaxn is a function of the applied
voltage U. An angular shift of the absorbance profil
DVmaxn , is defined asDVmaxn(U)5Vmaxn(U)2Vmaxn(0).
Saturated values ofVmaxn , Vmaxn(US), and DVmaxn ,
DVmaxn(US), are obtained for a saturating voltageUS such
that Vmaxn(U)'Vmaxn(US) for U>US . The determined val-
ues of Vmax(0), Vmax(US), and DVmax(US) for the studied
bands are given in Table I for several temperatures. Be
we discuss the dichroic behavior of the phenyl band w
increasing field across the LC sample for several temp
tures. The dichroic behavior of the carbonyl bands in parti
lar is discussed in Sec. IV A 2.

1. The phenyl band

As the polar angleb1604 for 12OF1M7 is rather low
(b1604'12°) and the FLC molecules exhibit a distributio
through the azimuthal angleg, the averaged orientation o
the transition moments of the phenyl ring CuC stretching
vibrations at 1604 cm21 is almost parallel to the molecula
long axis. The direction and the degree of preferable ori
tation of the molecular directors can be characterized
Vmax 1604andR1604, respectively. The orientational order p
rameter̂ P2& can be found using the equation^P2&5(R1604
21)/(R160412).

The voltage dependencies ofVmax 1604, R1604, Amax 1604,
andAmin 1604for the phenyl band are shown in Figs. 5 and
For all the temperatures studied,Vmax 1604(0)'0° ~see Table
I and Fig. 6!. It means that for zero field the large axis of th
phenyl absorbance profile is almost parallel to the sme
layer normal in the cell, and for the bookshelf structure
zero field the helix in the cell is not distorted and its axis
7-5
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almost parallel to the smectic layer normal for each pha
As seen from Figs. 5 and 6, the cell exhibits different volta
dependencies of the dichroic parameters of the phenyl b
for the various zero-field phase states of the sample at v
ous temperatures.

SmA* :
For the SmA* phase at 98 °C, a linear increase

Vmax 1604 with field is observed@Fig. 5~a!#. The observed
behavior arises from the electroclinic effect, which results
a linear dependence of the molecular-induced tilt angle w
field. The dichroic ratioR1604 @Fig. 5~b!# and the absorbance
Amax 1604 and Amin 1604 ~Fig. 6! remain approximately con
stant in the range of fields from 0 to 10 V/mm studied here.
This shows that for measurements at a fixed temperatur
the SmA* phase, the order parameter^P2&, the orientational
distribution throughQ, and the resulting averaged param

FIG. 4. Polar plots of the absorbance profiles for the phe
band at 1604 cm21 ~d!, the carbonyl bands at 1722 cm21 ~h! and
1747 cm21 ~n!, and the methylene band at 2927 cm21 ~.! for the
sample in SmC* at 92.5 °C with helical structure for zero field~a!
and electrically unwound structure for a field of;1.7 V/mm ~b!.
Curves are fits of the function~6! to the experimental data. Wav
numbers (cm21) of the bands are shown in the inset.
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eters^cos2 Q& and ^sinQ cosQ& do not depend on the field
Note that these parameters do depend on the field for th
Vries type of SmA* phase@23#.

SmCa* :
For the SmCa* phase at 94 °C,Vmax 1604increases mono-

tonically with voltage and exhibits a saturated value of;15°
for fields of;7.5 V/mm, the increase being linear for a fiel
from 0 to;2.5 V/mm @Fig. 5~a!#. Such a voltage dependenc
of Vmax 1604 is qualitatively similar to that for the optica
apparent tilt angle of SmCa* @10#. However, it is important to
note that the value ofR1604 has changed relatively little ove
the voltage range studied@Fig. 5~b!#. An approximately lin-
ear increase is found in the dichroic ratio from;8 ~for U
50 V) to ;8.5 ~for U550 V). This result shows that the
averaged molecular distribution throughQ and the orienta-
tional order parameter̂P2& for SmCa* are almost indepen
dent of the electric field. This implies that the SmCa* phase is
characterized by reduced intra- and interlayer correlation
the molecular tilts as a result of the competition betwe
ferroelectric and antiferroelectric order arising from the flu
tuation forces@24#. This results in a reduced interlayer orde
ing in this phase even for high fields.

SmC* :
For the SmC* phase at 92.5 °C,Vmax 1604 increases rap-

idly with increasing voltage and saturates at;16.7° for a
comparatively low voltage of;9 V. Such behavior of

l
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MOLECULAR ORIENTATION AND THE INFRARED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031707 ~2003!
Vmax 1604reflects unwinding of the helix. For zero field,R1604

for the SmC* phase is lower than for the SmA* and SmCa*
phases as a result of the presence of the helical structure
comparatively larger molecular tilt angle. In contrast
SmA* and SmCa* , helical unwinding in SmC* results in a
substantial increase inR1604 up to ;10 for voltagesU
>10 V. The increase inR1604 arises mainly from a decreas
in Amin 1604; on the contrary the relative increase inAmax 1604
is rather small~see Fig. 6!. When the helix is completely
unwound, most of the molecules are tilted more or less in
same direction. The reason for a decrease inAmin 1604 with
helical unwinding and consequent increase inR1604 is that
the direction of maximum absorbance (Vmax 1604) shifts in
the direction of the molecular tilt with unwinding, and co
sequently the absorbanceAmin 1604 ~proportional to the aver-
age value of the squares of the projections of the phe
transition moments in the direction normal to the molecu
directors in the tilt plane! decreases.

The ferrielectric phase FiLC(SmCFI3* ):
For the cell at 85.5 °C, the observed voltage depende

of Vmax 1604@Fig. 5~a!# is typical of the state of a ferrielectri
FiLC phase (SmCFI3* ) at zero field@17#. For the low voltage
range 0,U,2 V, a rapid increase in bothVmax 1604 ~from
0° to ;65% of the saturated value ofVmax 1604for this tem-
perature! and R1604 by a factor of 1.5 is observed. Thes
03170
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large increases arise from a rapid deformation of the h
with increasing field. The increase inR1604 arises again
mainly from a decrease inAmin and a slight increase inAmax
~Fig. 6!, as for the SmC* phase. For the range 2,U,6 V,
the increase inVmax 1604andR1604 has a lower rate than fo
the lower voltage range~Fig. 5!. The state of a comparativel
slow increase inVmax 1604andR1604 with field is connected
with a continuous phase transition to the field-induced SmC*
phase through a variety of intermediate induced subpha
and further distortion of the helix@17#. At the final stage of
the field-induced process, bothVmax 1604 and R1604 demon-
strate considerable increases in their values for the volt
range 6,U,10 V. A saturation in their values forU
>10 V is reached and this state corresponds to the fi
induced SmC* phase with unwound structure. We note he
that in contrast with the results obtained for a cell with Zn
windows @17#, R1604 for the cell with CaF2 windows is sub-
stantially higher. In this case the large decrease inR1604 for
high fields~arising from the striped-bookshelf structure! re-
ported in Ref.@17# was not repeated; only a small decrease
R1604 by ;5% from its maximum value is found for a volt
age in the range 9–10 V@Fig. 5~b!#. From this result, we
conclude that the layer structure in a cell with CaF2 sub-
strates remains bookshelf-like for the entire range of the b
fields applied across the cell. We also note that the volt
dependence ofVmax 1604@Fig. 5~a!# is qualitatively similar to
the voltage dependence of the macroscopic spontaneou
larization for the temperature range corresponding to
FiLC (SmCFI3* ) subphase~see Fig. 3 and Refs.@8,17#!.

SmCg* (SmCFI1* ):
Application of a low field of;0.5 V/mm across the cell in

the SmCg* phase at 79 °C results in a rapid and almost lin
increase inVmax 1604 from ;0° to ;11° @Fig. 5~a!# and a
decrease inR1604 from 5.3 to 4.4@Fig. 5~b!# for U from 0 to
3 V. A decrease inR1604 with increase in bias can occur from
the combined effects of~a! helical unwinding and~b! the
directors in the layers of the unit cell becoming planar w
the field~see Fig. 7!. Note that the distortion angles by whic
the directors are nonplanar in ferrielectric phases
12OF1M7 have been found to be rather small@4,9#, i.e., the
distortion from the Ising model is small. Helical unwindin
is therefore the main cause of a reduction inR1604 for the

FIG. 7. Schematic illustration of the molecular orientation
unwound structures for SmCg* (SmCFI1* ) ~a! and SmC* ~b!. The
(X,Y,Z) frame is the same as in Fig. 1,Q is the molecular tilt
angle, and the angleVmax 16048 for SmCg* is described in the text.
7-7
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voltage range 0 to 4 V for SmCg* . The reason thatR1604 for
SmCg* decreases with helical unwinding, unlike for th
SmC* and FiLC phases~where it increases monotonically!,
is that the direction of maximum absorbance in the SmCg*
phase does not shift very significantly with increase in
bias field, as it does in the SmC* and FiLC phases. The
absorbance along the normal directionAmin 1604 for the
SmCg* phase will therefore increase~Fig. 6! with total helical
unwinding for the planar molecular orientation shown in F
7 and consequentlyR1604 will decrease@Fig. 5~b!#. The pres-
ence of SmCg* with unwound structure for voltages in th
range 4–10 V is characterized by the minimal value ofR1604
and a quasistable value ofVmax 1604. On increasing the volt-
age from 10 to;16 V across the cell, a phase transition fro
SmCg* to the field-induced SmC* phase is observed. In th
dichroic properties, this is accompanied by a substantial
crease in bothVmax 1604andR1604. The latter increases by
factor of 3, caused mainly by a decrease inAmin 1604 ~Fig. 6!
for the reasons given under the section for the SmC* phase.

For U58 V, Vmax 1604is about 45% of its saturated valu
Vmax 1604(20 V)526.5°. This result is in good agreeme
with the model of the molecular orientations for the u
wound structures of SmCg* and SmC* shown in Fig. 7. For
both phases, in the unwound case, the molecules are pa
to the surfaces of the substrates in the (Y,Z) plane. For
SmCg* with a periodicity of three layers, the molecules
two consecutive layers are tilted clockwise with an angle
Q to the smectic layer normal, whereas in the third layer
directors are tilted by the same angle counter-clockwise@Fig.
7~a!#. For the unwound SmC* structure, all the molecule
are parallel to each other@Fig. 7~b!#. The polarization angle
Vmax8 , which corresponds to the maximal absorbance of
phenyl band at 1604 cm21 for the structure shown in Fig
7~a!, can be found from the equation 3 tan(2Vmax8 )5tan(2Q)
for b1604>0°. For the observed value of Q
'Vmax 1604(20 V)526.5° at a temperature of 79 °C, we o
tain Vmax8 '11.9°. This is in good agreement with the expe
mental value ofVmax 1604(12 V)'12°.

SmCA* :
The LC sample at 68 °C is in its helical SmCA* state for

voltages in the range 0 to a threshold of;12 V. For this
voltage range,Vmax 1604exhibits a very slow linear increas
@Fig. 5~a!# while R1604 does not change with voltage an
remains low @Fig. 5~b!#. The slope for the curve
Vmax 1604(U) is exactly similar to that for the voltage depe
dence ofVmax 1604for the SmA* phase at 98 °C@Fig. 5~a!#.
These results show that for SmCA* as well as for SmA* , low
electric fields cause only a small angular shift of the phe
absorbance profile. For 12,U,15 V, the induced phase
transition from SmCA* to SmCg* and simultaneous helica
unwinding take place. This is reflected in terms of the an
lar shift in Vmax 1604and a decrease inR1604 after the change
from the nonplanar to the planar molecular orientation
occurred. The likely reason for the unwinding of the helix
68 °C to occur for a significantly larger voltage is that t
helical pitch for SmCA* ~zero field! is much shorter than fo
the other phases. For 16<U<25 V, the induced phase tran
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sition from SmCg* to SmC* is observed. The helix of the
latter is already unwound as the field is too large. This le
to a substantial increase in bothVmax 1604andR1604 and their
saturation occurs forUS'25 V.

Temperature dependences of the molecular apparent
and the dichroic ratio:

The polarization angleVmax 1604(US) corresponding to the
maximum absorbance of the phenyl profile for the saturat
voltage is related to the molecular apparent tilt angle, si
b1604'12° and the average orientation of the phenyl tran
tion moment is almost parallel to the long molecular ax
The temperature dependence ofVmax 1604(US) is shown in
Fig. 8. For a decrease in temperature from 94 to 85.5 °C
comparatively rapid increase in the saturated angular shi
the phenyl profileDVmax 1604(US) from 14.3° to 25° is ob-
served. However, for the range 85.5–68 °C, the rate of
crease inVmax 1604(US) with a decrease in temperature
substantially lower. Note that for a certain temperatu
Vmax 1604(US) is found to be close to the molecular appare
tilt angle determined using polarizing microscopy, as is ty
cal of cells of FLCs and AFLCs@13–15#.

FIG. 8. The temperature dependencies of~a! Vmax 1604(US) for
unwound structure~j!; ~b! R1604(0) for helical structure at zero
field ~d! andR1604(US) for unwound structure~m!. Sample: 6mm
cell of 12OF1M7. Solid symbols correspond to fits of the expe
mental data using Eq.~6!. Open circles in~b! show values ofRZ,Y

calculated using Eq.~10! for b1604515° andQ5Vmax 1604(US).
~Values ofUS are given in Table I. Lines interconnect adjacent da
points.!
7-8
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MOLECULAR ORIENTATION AND THE INFRARED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031707 ~2003!
As seen from Figs. 5~b! and 8~b!, the dichroic ratioR1604

~as well as the related order parameter^P2&) for helical and
unwound structures in the LC sample is temperature dep
dent. On cooling the sample,R1604(0) and ^P2& decrease
with decrease in temperature in the temperature range s
ied. For SmA* , the dichroic ratio of the phenyl band is de
termined mainly by the thermal fluctuations of the molecu
orientations through the angleQ, sinceb1604'15° is rather
small and the experimental value ofR1604(0)'8.4 cannot be
explained in terms of the rotational distribution throughg
only. For the tilted phases,Vmax 1604(0)'0° and R1604(0)
5RZ,Y . For the helical molecular distribution throughw,
R1604(0) is dependent onb1604, the molecular tilt angle
Q05Vmax 1604(US), and the molecular distribution throug
Q. The latter is connected with the soft mode. For an id
helical structure and a small enough value ofb1604, Eq. ~10!
reflects a tendency for a decrease inR1604(0) on increasing
the molecular tilt angleQ05Vmax 1604(US) when the sample
is cooled at zero field@open circles in Fig. 8~b!#. However,
the approximate equation~10! gives a significantly larger
value of R1604(0) in comparison with the experimental re
sults, as it does not take into account the molecular fluc
tions in the tilt plane~throughQ! as well as out of the tilt
plane~throughw!, which do exist as the soft and the Gol
stone modes, respectively, for zero field. The discrepa
between the experimental results for the helical cell and
values ofRZ,Y estimated using Eq.~10! is especially pro-
nounced for the temperature intervals of the SmCa* and
SmC* phases. This can be explained by relatively large fl
tuations in the tilt angle and the reduced order paramete
higher temperatures.

For the unwound structure,R1604(US) increases with de-
creasing temperature from 94 to 85.5 °C and remains alm
constant for temperatures in the range of 85.5 to 68 °C@Fig.
8~b!#. For the approximate model of the perfect unwou
structure and the order parameter of unity, Eq.~11! gives an
upper limiting value ofR1604'28 for b1604515°. This is
substantially higher than the experimental values
R1604(US) for the studied cell. Molecular orientational fluc
tuations may still occur even when the structure is elec
cally unwound. This may be the main reason for the or
parameter to be much lower than unity in the smectic pha
A reduction ofR1604(US) in the experiment can also resu
from the boundary layers in close proximity to the substra
where the molecules may lie parallel to the rubbing dir
tion, i.e., in a different direction from the molecules in th
bulk of the cell.

2. The carbonyl and methylene bands

The dichroic behavior of the carbonyl bands at 1722 a
1747 cm21 and the methylene band at 2927 cm21 with bias
field is illustrated in Figs. 9–11. These bands exhibit subs
tially lower dichroism than is observed for the phenyl ba
at 1604 cm21, mainly because of the differences in the po
anglesb for the transition moments. In particular, the valu
of b1722'63.5° andb1747'53.5° are determined from th
IR dichroic data in Sec. IV B. For a helical structure at ze
field and for the field-induced SmC* phase with unwound
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structure, the experimental values ofR1722 and R1747 are in
qualitative agreement with those estimated for the dichr
ratios obtained using Eqs.~10! and ~16!, respectively, by
substitutingQ equal toVmax 1604(US) ~see Table I!.

For the bands at 1722 and 2927 cm21, Vmax(0) values are
found to be close to 90°@see Figs. 4, 9~a!, and 11~a! and
Table I!. This is typical of a ‘‘chiral’’ carbonyl and the me
thylene bands of chiral FLC materials@13,15#. As can be
seen from Figs. 5~a!, 9~a!, and 11~a!, the voltage dependen
cies of the angular shiftsDVmax(U) for the bands at 1722
and 2927 cm21 are similar to that for the phenyl band a
1604 cm21. This result can be explained by the properties
the molecular orientational distribution functions of a chir
smectic liquid crystalline sample, which are related to t
parameters of the absorbance profiles of the various dich
bands for which the polar anglesb are substantially differen
from the critical angle of;54.44° @17#. The relationships
can be analyzed using Eqs.~2!–~4! and~7!–~9!. If the degree
of rotational biasing is small, the relative angular shifts of t
absorbance profiles of the various bands are dependen
changes in the molecular distribution throughw. This distri-
bution is affected by the field-induced processes of ph
transitions and helical unwinding. Furthermore, the volta
dependencies of the relative angular shifts of the profi
DVmax(U)/DVmax(US) for the dichroic bands at 1604, 1722
and 2927 cm21 are found to be qualitatively similar to th
7-9
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voltage dependence ofP* /PS ~Fig. 3!. This similarity fol-
lows from the fact that both the IR dichroic parameters a
the effective macroscopic polarization of a chiral smec
liquid crystal possessing head-and-tail equivalence are
pendent on the orientational distributions. These distri
tions, particularly inw, can be altered by the external field

However, for the tilted phases at temperatures of 94, 9
85.5, 79, and 68 °C, the absorbance profiles of the carb
and methylene bands are asymmetric with respect to the
jor axis of the phenyl profile. This is reflected in the substa
tial differences in the saturated values ofDVmax(US) for the
various bands~Table I!. For example, at temperatures 94 a
68 °C, the values ofDVmax(US) for the bands at 1604 an
1722 cm21 differ by 3.6° and 8.8°, respectively. This resu
is direct evidence for the existence of a biased rotatio
orientational distribution of the molecules around their lo
axes@13#. The dichroic behavior of the band at 2927 cm21 is
related to the molecular structure discussed in Sec. III A
noncollinear orientation of the two aliphatic tails in a mo
ecule with b2927;60° – 70° and the orientational distribu
tions of the molecules in a LC sample give rise to a lo
R2927 in comparison withR1604. The low dichroism of the
methylene bands has already been reported for a numb
FLCs @13–15#.

The ‘‘core’’ carbonyl band at 1747 cm21 exhibits very
low dichroism, 1,R1747,1.15, for the temperatures studie
for both zero and higher fields across the cell@Fig. 10~b!#.
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This result is in good agreement withR estimated using Eqs
~10! and ~11! for b1747'53.5° ~determined in Sec. IV B!.
This value of b1747 is close to the critical angleb
5tan21(21/2)'54.44° for whichR51 for both the helical
and unwound structures in accordance with Eqs.~10! and
~11!.

B. Molecular distribution through the azimuthal angle g

We determine the orientational distributions of the CvO
vibrational transition moments in terms of the azimuth
angleg from the observed dichroic data for the phenyl a
carbonyl bands at 1604, 1722, and 1747 cm21 for several
temperatures in the range of 68–94 °C. The field-induc
SmC* phase with unwound structure is investigated. A n
merical analysis of the dichroic parameters for a set of th
bands is carried out using the improved procedure develo
in @17#. For a band of wave numbern, we consider a set o
two equations~5! for a fixed temperature. The dichroic ratio
RY,Z andRYZ,Z are expressed as functions of the anglesQ, w,
gn , and bn using the set of equations~2!–~4! for w5
290°. This corresponds to the unwound SmC* structure.
The numerical values ofRY,Z and RYZ,Z are determined in
terms of the values ofAY , AZ , and AYZ that are obtained
from Eqs.~7!–~9! using the fitted parametersVmaxn , Amaxn ,
and Amin n of the profiles forU5US . The molecular orien-
tational distribution through the tilt angleQ is described by
7-10
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MOLECULAR ORIENTATION AND THE INFRARED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031707 ~2003!
the averageŝcos2 Q& and ^sinQ cosQ&. The azimuthal dis-
tribution of the molecules in terms ofg is described by the
function given by Janget al. @15#

f ~g!51/~2p!1a1 cos~g2g0!1a2 cos 2~g2g0!,
~12!

whereg0 is the biasing angle, anda1 anda2 are the biasing
coefficients. The averaged functions^sing& and ^sin2 g&
can be found as ^sing&5a1p sing0, ^sin2 g&50.5(1
2pa2 cos 2g0).

To determine the unknown parametersb, ^sing&, and
^sin2 g& for each band, and the director parameters^cos2 Q&
and^sinQ cosQ& for the unwound SmC* structure, a system
of six equations of type~5! for the bands at 1604, 1722, an
1747 cm21 for a particular temperature is solved in seve
steps using the packageMATHCAD 2000 PRO. At a first step,
we set ^sin2 g&50.5 for the various bands and also s
b160450°. The initial values ofb1722576° andb1747568°
are taken from the results for the polar angles of the t
CvO bonds~Sec. III A!. The parametersb and ^sing& for
the two carbonyl bands and the parameters^cos2 Q& and
^sinQ cosQ& so obtained are used as their initial values
the next step. In the second step,b, ^sing&, and^sin2 g& for
the 1722, 1747, and 1604 cm21 bands and^cos2 Q& and
^sinQ cosQ& are varied for the set of equations. Stable so
tions are obtained for the polar angles to have valuesb1604
511.9°60.1°, b1722563.5°60.2°, and b1747553.5°
60.2°, for the temperature range investigated. At the n
step,^sing& and ^sin2 g& for the bands for each temperatu
were determined by solving the set of equations~5! for fixed
valuesb1604512°, b1722563.5°, andb1747553.5°. Finally,
the biasing parametersg0n , a1 , and a2 were determined
from ^sing& and ^sin2 g&. The coefficientsa1 anda2 are as-
sumed to be the same for the various bands. This assum
can be justified on the basis of a sufficiently rigid molecu
core. The results obtained for the carbonyl bands are liste
Table III. We find that the fitted values ofb1722andb1747are
;14° lower than the polar angles for the two CvO bonds
~Sec. III A!. This can be explained by the possible existen

TABLE III. The azimuthal parameterŝsing&, ^sin2 g&, a1 , a2 ,
andg0 of the transition moments of the carbonyl vibrations at 17
and 1747 cm21 for the unwound SmC* structure at several tem
peratures.

T
~°C!

Band
~cm21! ^sing& ^sin2 g& a1 a2

g0

~deg!

94 1722 20.028 0.502 0.017 20.003 231.3
1747 20.013 0.504 0.017 20.003 214.7

92.5 1722 20.033 0.501 0.018 20.002 235.4
1747 20.015 0.503 0.018 20.002 215.5

85.5 1722 20.049 0.4999 0.022 20.002 245.3
1747 20.022 0.502 0.022 20.002 218.8

79 1722 20.057 0.4999 0.024 20.002 248.7
1747 20.024 0.503 0.024 20.002 218.4

68 1722 20.071 0.501 0.031 0.01 247.0
1747 20.037 0.489 0.031 0.01 222.5
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of an angle of;10°–20° between the CvO stretching tran-
sition moment and the carbonyl bond@12#. We remark that
the determined values ofb1722 andb1747 are lower by;4°
than the values reported earlier in@17# for the same com-
pound. The values determined here are regarded to be m
accurate since higher dichroism for the phenyl band
achieved for the bookshelf structure for a cell with Ca2
windows. This is different from the striped bookshelf stru
ture observed previously in a cell with ZnSe windows@17#.

Figure 12 shows the azimuthal distributionsf (g) of the
transition moments for the ‘‘chiral’’ carbonyl band a
1722 cm21 for the field-induced unwound SmC* phase at
several temperatures. The anglego gives the most probable
azimuthal orientation of the transition moment for a certa
band. Figure 13 illustrates the orientations of the ‘‘chira
CvO groups for head-and-tail equivalent molecules w
the most probable azimuthal orientations of the 1722 cm21

transition moments. Note that both anglesgo and (180°
2go) correspond to the determined values of^sing& and
^sin2 g&. As seen from Table III and Fig. 12, the molecul
distribution f (g) is temperature dependent. With a decrea
in temperature, the absolute value of the biasing angleg0 for
both carbonyl bands increases. Figure 14 shows the pos
azimuthal distribution functionsf (g) of the ‘‘chiral’’ CvO
groups for the unwound SmC* structure at 92.5 °C. In agree
ment with the analysis reported in Refs.@13–15#, an effec-
tive spontaneous polarization appears along theC2 symme-
try axis due to the existence of the head-and-tail equivale
and the biasing in the azimuthal orientational distribution
the FLCs molecules. For the unwound SmC* structure, the

FIG. 12. Possible azimuthal distributionsf (g) of the transition
moments of the carbonyl vibrations at 1722 cm21 for unwound
SmC* structure 12OF1M7 at temperatures 94~1!, 92.5 ~2!, 85.5
~3!, 79 ~4!, and 68 °C~5!. Curves 1–5 in polar plots correspond
the molecules with the ‘‘chiral’’ C8H17 tail oriented toward the
reader. For the molecules with the C8H17 tail away from the reader,
the distributions correspond to functionsf (2g) for various tem-
peratures. For comparison, curve 6 shows the distributionf (g)
51/(2p) for zero degree of biasing (a15a250).
7-11
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C2 axis is parallel to theX axis, which coincides with theXT

axis for w5690° ~see Fig. 1!.
A decrease in temperature from 94 to 68 °C results

go1722varying from231.3° to247° andgo1747varying from
214.7° to222.5°. A substantial increase~approximately by
a factor of 2! in the parametera1 is also observed with a
decrease in temperature. This reflects an increase in the
gree of polar azimuthal biasing of the CvO groups. In the
temperature range from 94 to 79 °C, corresponding to
ferro- and ferrielectric phases at zero field, the quadrup
biasing is found to be low. The absolute value of the para
eter a2 , which characterizes the second Fourier compon
in the function~12!, is lower thana1 by a factor that varies
from 6 to 12. However, for a temperature of 68 °C~corre-
sponding to SmCA* for zero field!, the quadrupolar biasing i
rather important asa2 is only a factor of;3 lower thana1 .
This may imply an important relationship between the q
drupolar rotational biasing and the degree of anticlinic ord
ing in the SmCA* phase even in the absence of dc bias. T
results obtained quantitatively yield the differences in
molecular rotational orientational distributions for the fiel
induced SmC* phase for various temperatures that cor
spond to the different phases of a chiral smectic liq
crystal.

FIG. 13. Schematic illustration of the orientations of the ‘‘ch
ral’’ CvO groups for the head-and-tail equivalent molecules w
1722 cm21 transition momentsM1 and M2 characterized by the
most probable azimuthal angles ofgo and (180°2go), respec-
tively. The frame (XT ,YT ,ZT) is related to the molecular tilt plan
~Fig. 1!. For simplicity, the CuO director~vectorr ! is assumed to
be collinear withM . In this case,r1 andr2 are characterized by th
azimuthal anglesg0 and 2g0 , respectively. The vectorsr1 , M1 ,
andr2 , M2 correspond to molecules with the C8H17 tail oriented up
~positive direction of theZT axis! and down, respectively. The ef
fective polarization appears along theXT axis, which for an un-
wound structure is normal to the substrates.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The IR dichroic behavior of a homogeneously aligned c
of a chiral smectic liquid crystal 12OF1M7 under an extern
electric field is found to be strongly dependent on the ph
state at zero field. The observed voltage dependencies o
polarization angle of maximal absorbance and the dichr
ratio of the characteristic bands are interpreted in terms
the phase structure, the molecular orientational distributio
and the polar angles of the transition moments. The dich
ratio of the phenyl bandR1604 is found to be lowest for the
SmCA* and SmCg* phases and highest for the correspond
field-induced SmC* phases with unwound structure. For th
SmC* and FiLC phases,R1604 increases on helical unwind

FIG. 14. Possible distributionsf (g) of the ‘‘chiral’’ carbonyl
groups for unwound SmC* structure at 92.5 °C in polar plots.~a!
f (g) and f (2g) are the distributions for molecules with the C8H17

tail oriented toward the reader~solid curve 1! and away from the
reader~dashed curve 2!, respectively.~b! Solid curve 1 shows the
average distribution@ f (g)1 f (2g)#/2 for all molecules for a given
polarity of the applied field. The resultant polarization is negati
Dashed curve 2 shows the average distribution of the ‘‘chir
CvO groups @ f (g2p)1 f (2g2p)#/2 for the opposite field.
~Dotted curves 3 show the functionf (g)5(2p)21 in the absence
of azimuthal biasing.!
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ing whereas for the SmCA* and SmCg* phasesR1604 shows a
minimum for the planar unwound structure and then
creases with the induced phase transition to SmC* . This is
explained in terms of the differences in the director distrib
tions and the dependence of the polarization angle of m
mum absorbance on the bias field in these phases.

For the field-induced SmC* unwound structure, the rota
tional orientational distribution of the carbonyl transitio
moments exhibits a temperature-dependent bias. The a
of biasing for the chiral carbonyl band is found to be grea
than that for the core carbonyl band by at least a factor o
The degree of biasing and the shift in the most proba
azimuthal angle increase with decrease in temperature.
temperatures that correspond to the ferro- and ferrielec
C.
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phases~at zero field!, polar biasing is found to be predom
nant. In contrast, for lower temperatures, the contributions
the components of the polar and quadrupolar biasing h
been found to be comparable to each other. The quadrup
biasing coefficient is found to reverse its sign and incre
by a factor of 5 for a decrease in temperature that co
sponds to the SmCg* and SmCA* phases at zero field.
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